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THE EFFECT OF TORSIONAL J?LEXIRILITY ON THE ROLLING

AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS OF TAPERED UNSWEPT’

By TURKS & TUCKER and ROBEET L. SEISON

CHARACTERISTICS
WINGS

SUMMARY

An analysis is pregented of the e$ect of torsimuzlj?exibilitg
On the rolling charactwistic~ at supersonic speeds of tapered
unswept uings with partial-span con~tant-percen.t-chordailer-
ons extending inboardfrom the wing tip. The geometric ra.r-
iables consideredare aspect ratio, taper Pa.tiolaileron span, and
aileron chord.

The shape of the wing-toreional-stijfness curce is aswrned
and the twisting momeni is considered to result solely from the
pressure distribution caused by aileron dq?ection, so that the
necessity qf wing a wccessice++protimation methodis a~oided.

Because of the complexity of the eyuations resultingfrom the
w@&, rwmerieal calculations from the equations are pre-
sented {n a sen”esof $gwes. A computationalform is pro-
vided to be used in conjunction with these $gures so that
calculations can be made without reference to the analysis.

INTRODUCTION

h reference 1 ~an analysis was presented of the effect. of
torsional flexibility on the rolling chrmwteristics at super-
sonic speeds of rectangular wing-aileron combinations.
The present report desk with the more general case of
linearly tapered wings having straight midchord lines and
incorporating pa.rtiaLsprm const,ant-percenk-chord ailerons
extending inboard from the wing tip (@. 1) and may thus
be considered a companion piece to reference 2, which gi~e.s
an a.na.lysisof the rolling cha.racterisiics of t-his class of
tigs at subsonic. speeds.

The necessity of using successive approximations is avoided
by assuming, as in reference 1, that the principal twistiing
moment is contributed by” the. loads arising from aiIeron
deflection. The various aerocl~amic forces and moments
are calculated by methods based mainly on t-he linearized
equationa for three-dimensional supersonic flow.

The geometric variables considered are aspect ratio, taper
ratio, aileron span, and a.iIeronchord. The torsionaI stiff-
ness of the wing k assumed to -wry inversely with the cube
of the distance outboard from the wing center line.

Because of the Iength of the equations for the various
quantities appearing in the analysis, numerical c&uIations
have been made for ranges of the wriables corisidered.
The results can be used, together with a ~omputational
form that is provided, to make calculations without refer-
ence to the details of the analysis.

~s
< b 1

FIGGWSL-The configuration investigated. +==constant.

SYMBOLS

*4=~2= ~b
aspect ratio

( s C,(I +-A) )

wing span
total span of two ailerons
wing chord at spanwiee stat-iony
aileron chord at spanwise station y
root chord
tip chord
taper ratio (cl/c,)

slope of hinge line(seefig.1~
((1-3%+)

slope of Ieadingedge (seefig. I)
(%2)

wing area
(%’+$

semispan (b/2)
coordinate axes (see fig. 1)

free-stream Mach number
free-stream Mach number component normal

to hinge line

425
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‘Y’”

PO

e

pb/2v
P

a

w
v
L

GJ

k

ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to
c specific heat at constant volume (1.40

for air)
free-stream static presstie

free-stream dynamic pressure
(ipO”’)

lifting pressure
lifting-pressure coefficient (P/g)
additional two-dimensional lifting-pressure

coefficient due to aileron deflection

(P*)

deflection of one aileron, measured in plane
perpendicular to wing ~nd parallel to free
stream, positive when right aileron is
dcflec~ed up

angle of twist at any spanwise station,
positive when leading edge of right wing
moves up

angle of twist at reference station (midspan
of aileron)

wing-tip helix angle
rolling angular velocity, positive when right

wing moves down
constant of proportionality for parabolic

twist distribution
vertical disturbance velocity
free.+hreamvelocity
rolling moment, positive when tending to

depress right wing
rolhg-moment coefficient (L/@’b)
rolling-moment-tiectiveness coefficient. for

two ailerons (W1/M)

damping-in-roll coefficient
(’c”+)

rolling-moment-loss coefficient (bCl/bO,)

aerodynamic twisting moment at any span-

wise station
: (0+ .

pitching moment about midchord at any
spanwisestation .

T
()

torsional-stiffness parameter —deld~

torsional-stiffnessparameter (T/6)
torsiomd-stifhess parameter at reference

station (midspan of aileron)
constant of proportionality for stifEness.

distribution
trailing-edge-angle reduction factor
included trailing-edge angle measured parallel

to free stream
included trailing-edge angle measured normal

to hinge line

Subscript:

R rigid
o sea level
1, 2, 3, 4 indicate various regions of the wing
a, b, c indicate various stations

All angles are in radians, uriless otherwise specified,

ANALYSIS

GJ2?JERAL

In a.steady roll, the resultant rolling moment acting on a
wing of any plan form is zero. This statement can be written
in equation form as:

(1)

Equation (1) can be solved either for the rate of roll pw
unit aileron deflection or for the ratio of the rate of roH of a
flexible wing to the rate of roll of a perfect,ly rigid wing
(19,=0) for a given aileron deflection. The following equa-
tions are obtained: .

(2)

(3}

The problem now becomes one of finding expressions for the

quantities PCZ8,WZP, PCt4,,and 6,/6 for the clms of wing-

aileron combination considered; the rest of the mudysis is
concerned with this problem.

A knowledge of the twist along the span is ncecleclfor the
determination of 13Cl@,and 0,/6; this requirement in turn

necessitates finding the aerodymrnic twisting moment at any
spanwise- station.”. In order to evaluate t-he aerodynamic
twisting moment the following assumptions are maclc.:

(1) The elastic axis and the center of pressure at. rmy
spanwiee-station of the loads resulting from rolling and from
twist lie very near the midchord Hne. This assumption
aIIows the twisting moments resulting from rolling and from
twist to be neglected.

(2) The aerodynamic twisting moment results solcly from
the loads caused by aileron deflection. This assumption is a
direct result,of the first one.

(3) The loads caused by aileron deflection, wing twist, and
rolhng are mutually independent. This assumption corre-
sponds to the familiar superposition principle of linearized
theory.

(4) The aileron does not twist with respect to the wing.
A important result of making these assumptions is the

elimination of any necessity for using a method of successive
approximations.

The main part of the analysis follows: l?irst, the pertinent
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pressure distributions are discussed; next, the method of
finding the twist along the span is outIi.ned; and last., the
results for the various quantities are given. Site the
ma.thenmt.icain-rolved in each step is lengthy, no alitempt is
made to give d the detaik. Those readers whose primary
interest is in the application of the results are advised to
turn to the section entitled “Computational F%ocedure and
Discussion” and to tab~eI.

PRESSTJREDISTRIBUTIONS

Three pressure distributions are necessary in order to de-
termine PCIJ,PClp,and PG, . These pressure distributions

are, respectively, that due t; aileron defiectiort, that clue to
a wing tvristcincreasing linearly with distance along the span
(corresponding to a rolling -iving), and that due to a wing
twist increasing with the square of the distance along the
span (the reason for using a parabolic twist is discussed in
the section entitled “Twist ratio”). Each pressure distri-
bution can be found by use of the methods of references 3
and 4 if appropriate source-sink distributions are used to
represent in one case the deflected aileron and in the other
cases the twisted wing. The details of the derivations are
not given; an illustration of the use of the method for finding
the pressure distribution over a twisted wing can be found
in the appendix of reference 1.

The equations for the pressure distribution due to aileron
deffect.io~are

for the regions indicated in sketch 1.

(4)

1

I I
I I

I
I I

1 u
Sketch I

The equations for the pressure distribution due to a wing

twist increasing linearly with distante along the span
(w=py) are

Lo.3=– .:z3f2[(l+:)cos-
~/~]+.,::!;1,2cos-’J~

(5)

-where

PYlq=7

,,=p(s–y]
X—kzs

and the regions are indicated in sketch 2.

I,
-?/

h
i / \
i\ /
1, /

\ ‘ /’
/ /

—/
I

z
Sketch 2

The equations for the pressure clistribution due to a ~
twist, increasing with t-he square of the distance. along the
span (ut=aya) are

4a(.s-y)2

c,’=
~.7

K J d
2+ E’+:-+gg Cos-’ ~+

lrp(l —gq~iz .
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where VIand w and the regions (sketch 2) are the same as for the wing with twist
the span.

TWIST..

Aerodynamic twisting moment.— The aerodynamic twisting moment T at any
moment acting outboard of the station. Thus,

.,.
J

T= ‘mdy “
u

increasing linearly with distance along

spa.nwise station y is simply t.ho tot-al

(7)

where m, the pitching moment about the midchord line at any spanwise station, arises from the pressure clistribution
caused by aileron deflection and can be calculated from equations (4).

The resulting expressions for the aerodynamic twisting moment were extremely complicated. The twisting-moment
distribution was therefore approximated by a series of straight limesas shown in figure 2, where the exact and approxi-
mate distributions for a particular cofigumtion are compared for two values of I% The. equations for T’., T’*, and T’, (SCC
fig. 2) are as follows: -

—

The spanwise stations for T’., T’s, and T’c are given by the following equations:

The straight-line approximations to the twisting-moment distribution (see fig. 2) are given by:
.

T’l=T’e

T’2=T’C+;:;:(,,-V)

T’,=T’.+T’’-T” (.,-.)
?hz—?b

T’4=T’=+—~~qc (%-~)
1 ~

(10)

(8)
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FIGEBE2.—Compariaonof exact and approximate twisting-momentdistribution for a partiouk configuration. X= O.@.4=* $=-O.& ~= w0Xl=T~3.

Twist at any spanwise station,-The twist 9 at any span-
vrisestation y can be calculated from the equation

(11)

where dO/dy can be found from the definition of the torsiona.l-
stiffness parameter GJ, which is

and which is related to the torsional-stiffness parameter me
by the foIlowing equation:

(13)

If the assumption is made that

&J=ky’ ‘ (14a)

then

(14b)

This variation of torsional stiffness is known to be typical
of many subsonic fighter airplanes (reference 2) and may be
expected to approximate the stHness distribution of airpkmes
or mides designed for supersonic flight..

If equation (14a) is substituted in equation (12) and the
result substituted in equation (11), then the twist is expressed
as

e(y) =k
J
vy’T(y) dy

o
(15)

If a change is made in the variable of integration by writing

and H T! is defined as

then the expression for @becomes

(16)

(17)
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The integration must of course be carried out in steps, since
T’ is not defined continuously over the span. “

The subscripts 1, 2, 3, and 4 may conveniently be used to
indicate the regions designated by the same subscripts in
figure 2. After substitution of the values of T’ from equa-
tions (10) in equation (17) the twist equations become:

(18a)

(18b)

(18d)

Twist ratio,—For purposes of calculation, the twist maybe
expressed as the ratio of the twist 6 at any station to the
twist O,at a ref~ station taken at the midspan of the

( )
aileron ~= 1—~ ~ . The twist is plotted in this mm.ner in

figure 3 for a particular configuration for two values of I%
The exact results are based upon the approximate twisting-
moment dktribution shown in figure 2. Because 8/8~is not
defined continuously over the span and because the de-g
expression is very complicated in each region, the subse-
quent evahation of PcJ@, is ~eatly simplfied if a simple

approximate equation for 6/&, continuous over the span, is
used. This approximation, which is also plotted in figure 3,

/.8 I I I I
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FIGURE ,3.–Comparison of exact and rtpproximatc (equation (19)) twist dlstrilmtlon for a

“+-0.2.particrdar oomiguration. X=04 A =4 $-0.5,

given by the following equation:

1—‘-( )~16= *’2 (19)
T ——.—

2b

DERIVATIVES

Rolling-moment-eff activeness.coefficient ~13C,,.—The rolling-moment-effectiveness coefficient @Jt is first found for a

wing-aikron configuration of zero thickness (or zero traiIing-edge angle) by suitable integration of the pressure dish’ibu-
tion given by~,equations (4). A factor F is then applied to account for the effect of the trailing-edge angle.

The resuIt obtained for the wing of zero thickness is given by the following equation:

2h2 c. 1– t– d~a Ca 2(1 —#-(2+~-3&&f)(!-& .
— .
l–k’ c J-(1–E) +3(1J;W) z J1– (’(1 –~)’

- (20)
*
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The factor F that appears in equation (20) is discussed in the section entitled “Computat.ionaI Procedure and Discussion.”
Damping-in-roll coefficient #CrP.—The darnping-in-roJlcoefficient-j3CZnis obtained by proper integration of the pressure

distribution given by equations (5). The following result is obtained:

(21)

Rolling-moment-loss coefficient PCl@.—The rolling-moment-loss coefficient @~1~,is obtained by suitable integration of

the pressure distribution given by equati&s (6) by using

from equation (19), since t?=;. The following result is obtained

(22)

)if’ 6–24[+35~’–2O~ k~ 6—18~+17~~_

:30(1 –xy(l +X) (1 –iy – 6(1 –X)3(1 +A) (1 – gy

~~3 l__~g 2A2——
(1–x)’(1+1) (l–y (1–A)(l+A) l:g

(~3)

Twist parameter 0,/6.—The twist parameter 0,/6 can be e-raluated from equations (18c) and (18d) for l–~ ~ less than

or greater than ~., respecti~ely. Is order to perform the evaluation, the vah~e of C~= is taken from equations (4) to be the

The use of this linearized-theory result is conservative. The -due of

‘=’’”mi-w

—

(24)

k is found from equation (14b) to be the following:

(25)

The following equations are obtained for 0,/6:

T’*(1 —qJ —T’=(l —qJ q=d
o –m) (w-–-d 1~
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COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE AND DISCUSSION

In order to simplify the solution of equations (2) and (3)
a computational form has been prepared. This computat-
ional form, which is presented as table I, is practicdy
self-explanatory and can be used without reference to the
analysis. Figure&4 to 15 contain tie necessary information
to be. entered in the table. lMostof these figures present the
results of nurnerictd calculations made from equations (2o),
(21), (23), and (26); the variables $ and f appearing in these
equations have been replaced by the appropriate combina-
tions of 6A, k,. and cJc so that the figures contain these
more famiIiar quantities. The curves for the rectangukw
wing (X= 1.0) were taken from reference 1, Although in
principle these curves cmdd have been o’btained from the
equations of the present report, the work involved in evalu-
ating the many indeterminate forms arising when h= 1.0
made such a procedure impractical,

The factor F which appears in equation (20) is introduced
to alIow for the effect of the trailing-edge angle. This factor
is the same one shown in figure 7 of reference 1 and was
derived by using Busemann’s second-order approximation
for isentropic flow. For the purposes of the present report,
the Mach number and trailing-edge angle must be taken
normal to the aiIeron hinge line. The factor F is plotted in
figure 10 against My, the Mach number component normal
to the aileron hinge line, -withON,the included trailing-edge

angle measured normal to the aileronhinge line, as the param-
eter. The relations between MN and M and bchvcen cpN
and @are given by the following equations:

MN*= <
>11+kls

(27)

For ailerons other than those having flat sides, the trailing-
edge angle should be taken as the angle between straight lines
drawn from the trailing edge to the airfoil surface at the
hinge line. For 13C1Jthis procedure can be shown to give the
correct value of F independent of the airfoil profile; however,
this method of determining F for curved-profik control
surfaces is not valid for trailing-edge-angle corrections to
hinge moments.

PA

FIWJRE4.—Varfationof M with 6A.

.

—
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M ,

(a) A=O.
(b) x=o.2.

FIGURE7.-Varktion ofrollhg-moment-effut1rm~scoeficientwiti~A. $=0.L (From equation (20)J
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FIGUBE7.—Continued.
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FIGVRE &-Oontiuued.
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. (e) A=O.&
(f) x=1.6. (From referenceL)

FIGURE8.-ConeInded.
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o 2 4 6 8 10 12 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
;

.

(e)L=O.8.
(f) A=I.O. (From reference1.)

FIGURE9.—Concluded.
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Fmvrmll.-Variationo fd&mping-in-rolls oMicientwithdA. (From e@M,ion(21).)
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FIGC’IIE13.—V8riationot twkt parameter with L%-1.$=0.1. (From equatiom. (26).)
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FIGI?EEI.!.-Variation of twist parameter with @.-l. ~=0.Z (From equationa (20).)
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(d)A=O.6.
(e) X=O.8.
(f) X=l.O. (From reference1.)

. FIGURE14.—Coneluded.
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FIWiRE 15.—V’ariafionof twist parsmeter with f3A. ~0.3. (From equations (26).)
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The aileron deflection 3 used in PC16is measured in a plane
pcuaIIelto the fi-eestream. The value oft-he rolling-moment-
effectiveness coefficient referred to an aileron deflection
measured perpendicular to the.hinge line can be obtainecl,
if desired, by diriding 13CiJby the quantity ~jl+klz.

The minimum due of j3A for which each cur-re is plotted
corresponds in mesh cases to the limit of applicability of the
equation for the cur-i-e. Extrapolation of the curves is not
recommended. The masimum value of L/b for which results
are gi-ren is 0.8; this -ralue is expected to lie close to the
maximum that--willbe encouuterecl on actual airpla.neswith
fuselages.

The setup of table I can of course be a.lterecl. For example,
a solution ma-ysometimes be required for the torsional stifl-
ness necessary to maintain a given percentage of the rate of
roll that would be obtained with a.perfectly rigid -ring. In
such a case, the solution can be obtained by recasting the
last several coh.m.ns,as shown in the table. If experimental
data m-eavailable for any of the derivatives, these data may
be useclin place of the theoretid values of the present report.

Although an e.splicit.solution for the reversal speed is
impossible to obtain because of the complexity of the equa-
tions, the reversal speecl is easfly found by ca.lculat~~ the
rat-e of rolI through the speed ia.nge. The -raria.tionof the
rat-eof roII -withspeed, however, is usualIy of more interest
than the reversal speeclalone; therefore, no extra.calculations
are involved in calctiating the reversal speed.

The twist parameter 9,/6 is directly proportional to q and
inversely proportional to mff~. (See equations (26).) Be-
cause of this relationship and because t-heother derivatives
appearing in equations (2) and (3) are independent of q and

specified values of altitude and stiffness are easily con~erted
to -dues for other altitudes ancl degrees of stiffness.

Although the analysis was made by considering two w@
pa.nelslying in the same plane, experimental evidence e.tists
which indicates that the results may with some justification
be applied without change to configurations consist~~ of
three or four wing panels, each contain.@ a-naileron, if the
span and aspect ratio are taken as those of the wing formed
by the reflection of a single paneL If the configuration con-
sists of four paneIs, two of which contain ailerons, then the
value of BICZPmust be doubled.

The results of some calculations made for a hypothetical
con6guration are given in &ge 16.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An analysis has been presented of the effect of torsional
flexibility on the rolling characteristics at supersonic speeds
of tapered unswept wings with partial-span constant-percent-
chord ailerons extending inboard from the wing tip.

FIGWiE 16.—Resultsof camputatioas for a hypot.heticaf conilguration at sea IereL -4=*

x=o.* $-=0.z; ~=o-2; b=30 feeU ma,=%of’O,ooofoot-mmds per mdfan; +N=8a.

Because of the complexity of the equations resulting from
the analysis, numerics.1 calculations were made from the
equations and the results are presented in a series of figures.
A c.omputationa.lform -wasprepared for use with the figures
so that calculations could be made without reference to the
analysis.
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TABLE I

COMPUTATIONAL FORM

~.= ?ngr=— ft-lb/radian

I h= b=— ft
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